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Tissa Ratnayeke was recently fortunate enough to find and photograph in East Point Reserve this just moulted caterpillar
of one of the fruit piercing moths, Eudocima fullonia. Note the shed skin at the top right hand corner of the photo. The old
skin is not wasted, a few minues later the caterpillar turned around and ate it.

FOR THE DIARY
February Meeting: Wednesday 9, 7.00 pm
Savanna Burning
February Field Trip: Sunday 13, 8.00 am
Charles Darwin National Park
• See pages 2-3 for more details •
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February Meeting

Savanna Burning
presented by Andrew Edwards
Wednesday 9 February 7:00 pm - CDU Casuarina. Room BLUE 2.1.51*
*Please note room change just for this meeting, it’s next to the one we have been using

There has been considerable knowledge gained by researchers who have been lucky enough to work with
Indigenous groups in north Australia, coinciding with the availability of satellite-based images that are able to view
the Earth in detail and regularly. In this presentation, Andrew will attempt to describe the recent history of our
knowledge of the distribution and effects of savanna fires, the Savanna Burning methods past and forthcoming,
and the very positive outcomes of all this information.
Andrew Edwards graduated from NTU in 1995 with a BSc (Earth Science). Then with NT Parks & Wildlife, he
became involved in fire mapping which led to research with Bushfires NT, (the Northern Territory rural fire
authority) where Andrew created fire related maps and undertook modelling from field data, eventually for clients
right across northern Australia, leading to the team development of NAFI (the North Australia Fire Information
web site) www.firenorth.org.au and the Savanna Monitoring & Evaluation Framework (SMERF). Andrew was part
of a team including Arnhem Land Traditional Owners and Indigenous Rangers who created the Savanna Burning
methods. These methods calculate greenhouse gas emissions and carbon sequestration, developed through
extensive field data collection of vegetation and savanna bio-fuels, and habitat and burnt areas mapping. The
program is now worth millions of dollars per year to Indigenous, and other, land mangers across north Australia.

Please note following COVID-19 compliance information from CDU:
•

Ensure people stay home if unwell and seek medical advice as needed.

•

All guests or attendees at events or functions at a CDU premises must provide their details through either
the QR Code check-in OR the Declaration Form for contact tracing as per NT Government requirements. Any
person that refuses to check-in and provide accurate information via one of these methods may be refused
entry.

•

Everyone is to ensure they are not affected by case alert locations and close contacts https://coronavirus.nt.gov.au/stay-safe/case-location-alerts-and-close-contacts

Upcoming Field Nats Events
March Meeting - Wednesday 9 - To be confirmed
March Field Trip - Sunday 13 - To be confirmed
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February Field Trip

Charles Darwin National Park
Sunday 13 February 8:00 am
Join us to explore this National Park close to Darwin’s CBD. This park is a mixture of tropical savanna woodlands
and important mangrove habitats. While this field trip will predominantly explore the woodlands, sections of the
path will pass in close proximity to the mangroves and hopefully enable us to observe a greater diversity of fauna
and flora species.
This is one of the best places in Darwin to see Northern Rosellas and on previous excursions sightings of Spotted
Tree Monitors and Frill-necked Lizards have been highlights. The Wet Season is also a time of abundance for many
insect so weather permitting expect to see many of these as well.
Regardless of whether you have just begun your journey of discovering the Top End’s fauna and flora or you’re an
experienced observer, these field trips offer wonderful opportunities to nourish and expand your interests. We
hope you’re able to join us.
Please note most of the path is a well made track but depending on weather conditions there may be some
section with very shallow water.
Meet: in the carpark adjacent to the picnic area. Bring: Insect repellent as mosquitoes and biting midges may be
present. Wear closed shoes and come prepared for possible wet conditions. Don’t forget your camera and if you
have them, binoculars.
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Chitter Chatter - excerpts from the Club’s Facebook group
Anna Gook - 30 January
We live on the Plenty Highway and it is very wet here
at the moment. Does anyone know what frog this is? It
is clearly puffed up and has a milky substance on it as it
has been disturbed by the dogs. It is now safe.
Bryn Pickering - Desert Spadefoot (Notaden nichollsi)
Alana de Laive - They excrete this very sticky glue when
irritated which is thought to deter predators and biting
insects. The strategy is to be sticky rather than toxic.
Fun fact, insects get stuck to the glue and also double as
a tasty snack when the frog later sheds its skin and eats
it along with the insects stuck there.
Males sometimes use this glue to attach themselves onto the larger females during mating, haha.
This frog glue has been found to be stronger than available non-toxic medical adhesives and scientists are now
developing a genetically engineered version of the protein found in this glue.

Julie Duncan – 28 December
Came home Boxing night and found this gorgeous
moth on our screen door
Tissa Ratnayeke - A freshly emerged Emperor Moth
(Syntherata melvilla).

Zerena Di-Prima - 30 January
Came across this pretty tadpole in Nitmiluk NP, any
ideas what frog it will become?
Andrew Bell - Litoria personata, Masked Frog I think
but unusually boldly marked? L. coplandi tadpoles are
plainer than this and speckled rather than striped.
Australia’s most attractive tadpole I reckon. I have
pics somewhere in my archives, I think the Nitmiluk
ones are probably more striking than the ones in the
tadpole book which are from Nourlangie.
Stephen Mahony - For what it’s worth I agree with the
given ID of Litoria personata. Fantastic shot, how’s it
taken?

Mark Eastwell - 24 January
Can I get this fellow’s ID please....@ Wagait Beach.
Aidan Lay - Burtons Legless Lizard - (Lialis burtonis).
Harmless.
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Zerena Di-Prima - I had to test the waterproofing of
my iPhone 12 mini to take it. Dunked the cameras
in the water but left the rest out haha. Thanks for
the feedback everyone! Definitely one of the most
beautiful tadpoles I have come across.
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Chitter Chatter - continued from previous page

Alex Field - 21 January
I took the below photo of a darter at Fogg Dam a few
weeks ago, and only noticed the injured wing and
lack of flight feathers when I looked at the photos a
while later. Any one have any ideas of what may have
caused it?
John Rawsthorne - The bird is undergoing primary
wing feather moult, replacing all its primary feathers
at once. This is relatively common amongst waterbirds
eg ducks.
What you can see in the first photo is the first emerging
pins of new flight feathers, with the individual feathers
still wholly encases within the waxy sheaths.

Samantha Duffy – 19 January
I had a visit this afternoon in my yard from a goanna.
It looks super healthy. Is it a Sand Goanna? Northern
suburbs Darwin, Leanyer.
Alana de Laive - This looks like a Sand Monitor
(Varanus gouldii) to me. V. panoptes tend to have
a more lemon yellow throat with dark ocelli on the
throat. The overall base colour of panoptes is also
more plain/less specked, overlayed with small evenly
spaced yellow spots and also darker black spots. These
larger yellow circles on the back are typical of gouldii.
(At least all this is the case for both in the Top End,
they are both variable across their range).
It’s a pretty interesting find! Although V. panoptes are
the more threatened of the two, V. gouldii are far less
common in that area.

Athena Rob - 23 January
Possible Japanese Peregrine Falcon (ssp japonicus),
most likely as confirmation from other FB page. This is
probably the same one spotted at Casuarina recently.
Hubby spotted this one at the East Point horse
paddock. A very handsome raptor.

Travis Watts - 27 January
Found this beetle in East Arm, flew into my warehouse
here for a bit and then flew away. I’m not sure if they
are native or not. The colours are amazing!!! Even had
electric blue under his wings.
Tissa Ratnayeke - This is a Jewel Beetle, possibly
Temognatha duboulayi or something similar.
Nick Volpe - yes it’s a native jewel beetle (Temognatha
sp.). They feed on the melaleuca flowers but are usually
really high up!
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Chitter Chatter - continued from previous page

Themeli Mousellis - 23 January
Northern Rosella, spotted at Charles Darwin NP
yesterday arvo.

Donna Roos - 23 January
Hubby found a heap of little eggs in the garden right
near a tree we were taking down a few weeks ago. We
scooped them up and put them in a container with the
dirt they were in.
They all hatched and were released in the garden. We
had no idea what they were but thought we’d try and
help with the rain as well. They were little Ta Ta Lizards.

Morganne Webb - 23 January
Shared the bathroom with this chubby one tonight.
Desert Tree Frog (Litoria rubella).
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Becky Linn - 27 January
This little white crab spider had a pretty great hiding
spot if it wasn’t for his brightly coloured snack. Spotted
at Elsey National Park on our first trip sightseeing after
moving to Katherine from Sydney last week.
Tissa Ratnayeke - Thanks for posting, great photos of
the crab spider and one of the skipper butterflies.
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Chitter Chatter - continued from previous page

Inci Foldvari - 23 December
what the heck are these? looks like
termites in a sleeping bag
Tissa Ratnayeke - These are the
larvae of one of the leaf beetles
(Chrysomelidae). They are found
in Top End eucalypt forest habitats
where they feed on fallen eucalypt
leaves. They are most often sighted
after heavy rains like we have had in
recent days. They make protective
cases for themselves out of their
poo, now isn’t that just ingenious.

Callum Munro - 30 January
A cicada freshly emerged from its
nymphal exoskeleton. Bees Creek.

Byron Rothschild - 25 January
I had a visitor just now that I didn’t
recognise. It looks like an unusual
cicada to me. Purely judging
from it’s wings, beady eyes and
an unusual crown like feature.
It’s about 90mm long and that
front leg adaptation looks quite
threatening. An ID would be much
appreciated.
Alex Field - Giant Water Bug,
Lethocerus family I believe
Pieter G Bekkers - Collect them
and mix with chillies. Then you
have the famous Thai food additive
Nam prik meng dahr.

Kim Jelley - 28 January
Just came across this little fella on the beach at Wagait. What type of snake
is it? The end of its tail is flat.
Aidan Lay - Small-headed Sea Snake (Hydrophis macdowelli)
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Club notices
Thank you: The previous issue was forma�ed and despatched by Tissa Ratnayeke.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Newsletter contributions welcome: Sigh�ngs, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to
news.n�ieldnatsnt�gmail.com
Deadline for the March newsle�er: Wednesday 23 February 2022
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Need a Club membership form? Go to: h�p://n�ieldnaturalists.org.au/membership/
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Northern Territory Naturalist:
Number 30 has been published and the ﬁrst copy deposited at the NT Library. Copies have been posted to
members who didn’t personally collect a copy.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Top End Native Plant Society General mee�ngs are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara
Chris�an College, corner Amy �ohnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 pm (speaker at 8 pm).
Visit h�p://www.topendna�veplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 0459 440 665.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

�T �iel� �aturalists� �lu� �ee�n�s are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month,
commencing at 7:00 PM, on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.
�u�s�rip��ns are on a ﬁnancial-year basis and are: Families/�ns�tu�onal - $30; Singles - $25;
Concessions - $15. Discounts are available for new members – please contact us.
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